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Agenda 

1. Setting expectations

2. Planning lectures and discussions 

3. Encouraging participation 

4. Evaluating written assignments 

5. Assessing plagiarism

6. Questions?



Setting Expectations 
Before class begins

Basics for creating a section syllabus 

Things to think about for classroom behavior 



Before Class 
Begins 

Read lecture syllabusRead

Meet with other teaching assistants and 
instructor of record 

• If no meeting, feel free to ask for guidance
Meet



Ask About

 Schedules 

 Section syllabus 

 Attendance

 Mandatory or not 

 Record-keeping 

 Participation 

 Assignments 

 Grading guidelines 



Section 
Syllabus 
Overview 

Basic information 

Three common 
components: 

Big picture

Everyday 
expectations 

University policies 
and assistance



Basic Information



Big 
picture 



Everyday 
Expectations



University 
Policies and 
Assistance 



Classroom 
Behavior 

Electronics policy and consequences

Discussion etiquette 
In syllabus 

Verbally  

Learn students’ names 
MySlice

Ask every time 

Moderating Discussion 
”Invite to think” versus 
“push back” 



MySlice for 
Student 
Names and 
Photos



Planning Lectures 
and Discussions
 Participation enhances learning 

 Barriers to discussion participation 

 Planning 

 Lesson plans 

 Example – Using imaging 

 Example – Activity



Discussion 
Participation 
Enhances 
Learning in 7 
Ways

Increases engagement 

Helps students retain and remember information 

Confirms what they have already learned 

Provides clarification of prior learning 

Deepens their understanding especially through hands-on and application-
based learning opportunities 

Other students’ comments improve learning 

Prepare more when participation is required, and preparation increases learning

Dallimore, Elise J., Julie H. Hertensein, and Majorie B. Platt. “How Do Students Learn from Participation in Class Discussion?” Faculty Focus, March 27, 2017. 
https://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/effective-teaching-strategies/students-learn-participation-class-discussion/. 

https://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/effective-teaching-strategies/students-learn-participation-class-discussion/


Barriers to Discussion Participation 

Competing 
with 

electronics 

Low 
attendance 

Students do 
not read 

Passivity 

Dense reading 
Think task is to 

find what TA 
wants to hear 

Fear of 
criticism 



Planning
Lectures and 
Discussions

Lesson plans 

Post reading questions on BlackBoard in advance 

• Question-based discussion  

• Using the classroom board  

• YouTube or documentaries 

• Debates 

• Small groups 

• Simulations 

• Images connected to concepts 

Vary activities 



Lesson Plans 

 Time breakdown 

 Goals for lesson plan 

 Over-planning is okay



Using 
Images and 
Videos to 
Elicit 
Discussion



Simulations – 10 Chairs activity 

http://www.teachingeconomics.org/content/docs/complete.pdf, 67-68

http://www.teachingeconomics.org/content/docs/complete.pdf


“10 Chairs” Activity to Elicit Discussion

http://www.teachingeconomics.org/content/docs/complete.pdf, 68-69

http://www.teachingeconomics.org/content/docs/complete.pdf


Encouraging Participation 
Setting goals

Determining what counts as participation 

Environment 

Listening and Responding

Emphasis on Student Ideas



Setting Goals

What are your goals for participation?

How much time will you allot for discussion? In what form?

How will you encourage participation that caters to the various 
learning preferences in the classroom?



What Counts 
as 
Participation?

Not every lecture lends 
itself to discussion

Set Expectations Early

Be receptive to 
different types of 

learning

Active participation 
v. 

Engaged



Environment 

Physical environment

Ground Rules

Learning names and pronouns

Create an environment of mutual respect 



Listening and 
Responding

Use verbal and non-verbal cues to encourage participation

Don’t be afraid of silence 

Listen to questions and comments entirely, and no interrupting

Offer varied, encouraging, and specific responses

Repeat and summarize student responses



Emphasis on 
Student Ideas

Keep the 
conversation 

going between 
students

Bring earlier 
comments and 

questions back in

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://sandra-living.blogspot.com/2011_03_01_archive.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Evaluating Written 
Assignments



Before assignments 
are submitted

Coordinate

Prepare

Assist

Remind



Coordinate … 
with the 
instructor of 
record and the 
other TA(s)

Know the instructor’s expectations

Strive for grading uniformity



Prepare … 
your 
students

Review:
When: the week before the 

deadline

Writing Workshop



Writing 
Workshop

• Introduce students to your discipline’s requirements and outline your expectations

• Example: History

• 1. Thesis Statement

• 2. Structure & Organization

• 3. Evidence & Analysis

• 4. Citation

• 5. Writing Quality

• Introduce students to citation method:

• If you or the instructor requires a specific citation method (MLA, APA, Chicago, etc.), be sure 
to cover this method with the students.

• Provide students with examples.

Why

• Before the first written assignment is due.

When

• Introductory-level course (100): Detailed

• Upper-level course (300-400): General

Adjust per course level



Assist … your 
students

Rough Draft Policy
 Clarify policy with instructor of 

record.

 Implement rough-draft deadline.
 Example: 3 days before due 

date

 Return within 24 hours.

Extension Policy
 Clarify policy with instructor 

of record
 Case-by-case basis

 Validity
 Length

_____________________________________________________



Remind … your 
students Due Date Submission Method

Paper or Electronic

Electronic: Email, Blackboard, 
or Turnitin



After 
assignments 
are submitted

Grading

Returning

Negotiating



Grading

Grading Comments

• Provide constructive criticism (not just criticism).

• Provide sufficient explanation, but don’t overdo it.

• Including too much criticism may discourage students.

• Highlight what they’ve done well.

• Margin comments:

• Not too many per page.

• Recurring problems: highlight once or twice, then let the student know 
that it’s a recurring issue.

• End-of-Paper comments:

• Focus: main issues / problems

Keep your expectations in mind … but don’t be too rigid.

• Grade fairly.

• Remember: You’re a budding expert; they aren’t.

Be in the right mindset.



Grading (cont.)

 Time Management
 Grade conducive to your schedule, 

but be fair to students.

 Don’t wait until the end of the 
turnaround period.

 Seek assistance from the instructor 
or another TA if you’re unsure 
about anything.

 Some instructors require TAs to 
compare graded sample papers.

 Late Papers:
 Clarify policy with instructor.



Returning

 Turnaround period: two weeks after due date 
(usually!)

 Clarify with instructor of record.

 Confirm with other TA(s).

 Inform students when they can expect to receive 
their graded assignments.



Negotiating

Emphasize that this is an opportunity for students ”to discuss their 
paper,” not for them to negotiate their grade.

Coordination
Clarify with instructor.

Confirm with other TAs.

24-Hour Freeze
Require students to wait 24 hours before contacting 
you about assignment concerns.

Encourage students to use this time to read and 
process your grading comments.

In-person, not via email.

If problems persist, elevate the issue to the instructor of record.



Assessing Plagiarism



Plagiarism

Definition: taking someone else’s work, 
information, ideas, etc., and passing it off as 
one’s own.

Plagiarism = Intellectual Theft

Intentional or Accidental? Doesn’t matter.



Deterring 
Plagiarism

Cover citation policy 
and requirements

Failure to cite = most 
common form of 
plagiarism

Provide students with Syracuse University’s 
Academic Integrity Policy

Remind students of 
plagiarism punishments

Range: from an “F” on the 
assignment, to an “F” in 
the course, to expulsion 
from the university



Identifying 
Plagiarism Missing Citations Incorrect 

Citations
Information not 

covered in course
Exception: Research 

Paper

Changes in 
Writing Quality

Turnitin



Reporting Plagiarism
Alert the instructor of record.



Turnitin

 Program that assesses 
plagiarism by comparing a 
user submission with 
websites and previous user 
submissions.

 Produces an ”originality 
report” that shows (i) how 
much of the user’s 
submission is unoriginal and 
(ii) the origins of the 
unoriginal information.

 Note: Not all unoriginal 
information is plagiarism 
(e.g., direct quotes, 
bibliographical entries).

 Transparency: Intellectual 
property and privacy laws, as 
well as University policies, 
require instructors to inform 
students if their papers will 
be submitted to Turnitin. This 
should be done one of two 
ways:

 “1. Students submit their 
own papers or other 
assignments directly to 
Turnitin via Blackboard so 
that both student and 
instructor can view the 
results.”

 OR

 “2. Students sign a 
statement giving consent 
for submission of their 
papers to Turnitin.”1

1 “Syllabus Recommendations,” Syracuse University: Center for Learning and  Student Success, http://class.syr.edu/academic-integrity/syllabus-recommendations/. 



Creating a 
Turnitin 
Assignment on 
Blackboard
Step 1



Creating a 
Turnitin
Assignment on 
Blackboard
Step 2



Creating a 
Turnitin
Assignment on 
Blackboard
Step 3



Creating a 
Turnitin
Assignment on 
Blackboard



>
Turnitin



Questions?



Questions for 
Teaching in the 

Humanities and 
Social Sciences

1) It is okay to ask for guidance, even if the instructor of 
record does not require a meeting before class begins.
a) True 

b) False

2) What is one way to learn students’ names?
a) Ask the instructor of record for all students’ 

names.

b) Use MySlice. 

c) Ask students to introduce themselves during 
Office Hours. 

d) Ask your department’s administrative assistant. 

3) When thinking about class participation, which of the 
following is NOT something to consider?
a) Being receptive to different types of learning.

b) Remembering that not every lecture lends itself to 
discussion. 

c) Setting expectations early. 

d) Limiting participation to verbal communication. 



Questions for 
Teaching in the 

Humanities and 
Social Sciences

4) Before students’ assignments are submitted, be sure to 
__________.
a) give yourself enough time to grade them.

b) provide constructive criticism in your comments. 

c) determine the extension policy by asking the 
students. 

d) teach students the importance of Academic 
Integrity.

5) Three common identifiers of plagiarism are __________. 
a) quality writing, missing citation, and Turnitin. 

b) changes in writing quality, incorrect citations, and 
block quotes. 

c) missing citations, changes in writing quality, and 
information from outside the course. 

d) changes in citation, information from outside the 
course, and grammatical errors. 


